
Protection from the Global Stock Market
Collapse
Harald Seiz: "Protect Yourself With Gold"

STUTTGART, BADEN WüRTTEMBERG, GERMANY, July 14, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Protection
from the Global Stock Market Collapse
Since 1982, there have been recessions approximately every 8 years. Seemingly, a burst bubble
caused each recession. Each recession has been more severe than the previous with longer and
more painful recoveries. One thing has kept its value through the upheavals, and that is gold. 
Looking at history, it seems like we are ripe for another severe recession, more severe than the 2008
global meltdown. This coming collapse could bring even more turmoil to the markets. We all know
what happened in 2008 with the global stock market crash. It’s inevitable for that to happen again very
soon. 

Protect Yourself With Gold
A good way to protect yourself is with gold. While global stock markets roil in turmoil, gold steadily
gains ground. It’s considered to be a safe haven in troubling times. Gold has shown time and time
again that it can keep its value through troubled times. It has shown time and time again that it can
provide more stability and better returns than the global stock markets. 

Is Gold Out of Reach?
Unfortunately, many people think the price of gold is so high that it’s seemingly out of their financial
reach. I used to think like this. I used to worry about how I could protect me and my family assets, but
buying more than a few gold coins was out of my reach. I thought about silver, but it doesn’t have the
quite the same safe haven qualities as gold does. 
I began researching about ways that I could protect my family with gold before the next global
financial crisis hits. I knew that saving a little bit at a time would require me to keep a significant
amount of assets in paper money, and that it what I really wanted to avoid. I was also concerned with
transferring such large amounts of money to buy coins once I saved up enough. 

Possible to Buy Small Amounts of Gold?
I realized that I needed to find a way to purchase small amounts of gold. I wanted to buy a little bit at a
time from small orders. I wanted to be able to convert my savings directly into gold on a regular basis
without too much holding of physical cash. This way I could benefit from gold’s rising price. I just
needed to find a way to make this happen. 

The Karatbar Solution
This is about the time that I came across Karatbars. It’s just what I was looking for. You can buy small
amounts of gold. They sell in 1g, 2.5g and 5 g mini bars that are put in cards. These cards are not
unlike the chipped credit cards that taking over. I could build my savings with safe gold that I owned
and controlled. I could buy just a little bit at a time. 
I was happy to see that I wasn’t the only one who felt like I did. I discovered that the founder of
Karatbars, Harald Seiz, had the same vision as I did. He formed Karatbars to provide an avenue for
everyday people, like me, to invest and hold gold. His vision is help people like me protect my assets. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://karatbars.com 
https://karatbars.com 


I’m really happy that I’m able to invest in gold at rate that my budget can handle. I feel comfortable
knowing that I have a measure of protection against a coming global stock market crash. I’m thankful
for Harald Seiz and Karatbars.
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